Abstract: Channel estimation is a key feature for free space optical (FSO) wireless communication systems which are required for a high QoS and high data rate system. Aiming at the problem of FSO wireless channel estimation, this paper proposes an implicit sequence channel estimation scheme to eliminate dc offset, and studies the key factors affecting the system performance. The optimal power allocation factor is derived based on the maximum SNR criterion. The system performance parameters such as the bit error rate (BER), mean square error (MSE), and computational complexity are evaluated. The results show that under the same dc bias condition, the MSE is estimated to decrease significantly after using the method of this paper. With the increase of dc offset d, the system error rate is significantly reduced and more approaching d = 0 (i.e., no dc offset). The proposed algorithm effectively mitigates the dc offset impact on the system and the BER is significantly improved while the MSE is reduced to 50% of the traditional state-of-the-art method. The proposed work can provide a technical solution to the FSO system and give support to technological development.
Introduction
The wireless optical communication system uses light as an information carrier for data transmission, and has the characteristics of frequency bandwidth, large communication capacity, strong anti-interference, and the like, and does not interfere with electronic equipment, and can be applied to homes and offices. Therefore, indoor wireless optical communication technology has gradually received attention [1] . Implicit Training (IT) channel estimation is a channel estimation method that superimposes training sequence algebra on information sequences [2] - [5] . Commonly used blind channel estimation [6] , [7] and channel estimation training sequence (TS) based [5] - [12] compared to its no extra bandwidth, and the receiving terminal only with an order statistical property can be training sequence is isolated. The method can effectively improve the utilization of bandwidth, and at the same time avoids the problems of high complexity and difficulty in implementation when using high-order statistical characteristics. Therefore, introducing the implicit sequence channel estimation method into wireless optical communication and using it to estimate the channel state information has certain advantages.
The performance of implicit sequence channel estimation is constrained by factors such as power allocation and data information. Literature [2] , [3] studies the problem of data information input noise interference in optical IT channel estimation. Literature [4] , [5] studies the effect of power allocation on optical IT channel estimation, and clearly indicates that non-optimal power allocation factors can lead to system performance degradation. In the actual environment, due to the unsatisfactory receiver, the application of the first-order statistical characteristics for channel estimation introduces the unknown DC offset (DCO), which affects the estimation result more than the power allocation, data information, and other parameters. The impact on estimated performance is even more serious. To this end, researchers have conducted research on how to eliminate the DCO problem [13] , [15] . Among them, in [13] , based on the unbiased estimation of optical IT channel, a DCO estimation algorithm is proposed by constructing the cost function of DCO. In [14] , for the optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system, a method for directly estimating the received signal by using the statistical correlation of the transmitted signal is proposed, thereby avoiding the interference of the DCO in the zero carriers. In [15] , for the asymmetric shaping DFDMA (CO-OFDM) system, an algorithm for simultaneously eliminating DCO and system noise is proposed by using the concept of Virtual Clean Window (VCW). The authors in [16] proposed a dual-hop blind detection FSO system over a log-normal channel. The improved CSI is obtained using a relay using such algorithm. However, the proposed algorithm lacks to consider the adaptive window length and synchronization. It only compares its results with a direct link. The author in [17] compares DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM and U-OFDM schemes in underwater optical communication systems. They study the distortions caused by the peak power and optimize the modulation index and compromise the clipping effects and SNR. By optimizing the SNR, the achievable transmission distance is obtained by the given transmission bit rate and BER performance. However, the proposed comparative review does not consider the other important aspect of FSO such as the frequency offset, DCO based on implicit training sequence and energy efficiency. The authors in [18] proposed a photon-counting underwater OWC system. They proposed a joint source-channel coding scheme for high BER video transmission. They consider the AMR and BER for analysis of video frames provided that the measurement rate is large enough. This study only focuses on the above aspect of FSO and does not consider the channel estimation impairments aspects. The authors in [19] propose two pilot-based linear channel estimation schemes for FSO systems. They are LS and MMSE in the frequency domain. The study compares the Mean Square Error (MSE) and complexity of both algorithms and evaluated the relative benefits of each algorithm. However, the study does not consider the offset impairments problems in the FSO systems. In [20] , the authors propose a new modified compressed sensing (CS) based channel estimation algorithm SS-SAMP for the ACO-OFDM FSO system. The performance was evaluated in terms of BER, MSE, computational complexity, nonlinearity, and channel response. The results show that the proposed algorithm performs better than the traditional LS-based method. The proposed study only focused on the ACO-OFDM FSO whereas it does not consider another key aspect of FSO systems, such as the DCO-OFDM channel impairments and turbulence analysis. The authors in [21] investigated the performance of SM-UOMIMO system with FDAPPM scheme and adaptive PAA. The apply OC EGC or SC for MLSD. The results indicate that the OC provides a notable performance improvement compare with EGC and SC but it requires the highest computational complexity in practice. Moreover, the proposed study performance degrades with the destructive effect of ISI even in high SNR conditions. The authors in [22] present an experimental demonstration of a 2× 2 MIMO-OFDM UWOC system. Two commercially available LEDs and two 10 MHz photodiodes were used as transmitters and receivers, respectively. The gross bit rate of the system is analyzed after 2 m fresh tap water channel transmission. The measured BERs within a wide reception area is below the FEC threshold. As a result, the system can achieve reliable data transmission for a relatively large reception area. The proposed study focused on the MIMO FSO system in underwater wireless channel analysis. It does not consider the DCO problems in the FSO systems and other important channel parameters. The authors in [23] a unified hybrid channel coding scheme constituted by concatenation of irregular LDPC and TCM codes of ½ rate. The results are compared with the conventionally used channel coding schemes under weak turbulence conditions. However, this study does not take into account the strong turbulence, synchronization, LoS, noisy conditions and offset analysis.
Although the above method better eliminates the influence of DCO on channel estimation, there are defects such as high complexity or slow convergence speed in different degrees. In this paper, an implicit sequence channel estimation method for eliminating DCO is proposed to improve the estimation performance of channel state parameters of optical communication systems.
Proposed FSO System Model for Channel Estimation
The proposed implicit series FSO channel estimation scheme is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , b(n) denotes a sequence of information whose average power is
The total power of the system is σ
Assuming that the transmitted signal X (n) is superposed by b(n) and c(n) algebra, that is, X (n) = b(n) + c(n), then the received signal y(n) can be expressed as:
In Equation (1), L represents the channel order, h (l ) represents the l channel coefficient order, d represents the DC bias, w (n) represents the noise of the detector and can be equivalent to Gaussian white noise. Let it satisfy
where N represents the length of the received data symbol. Substituting x(n) in Equation (1) we get:
In order to perform channel estimation using the first-order statistical characteristics of the received signal, first, the received signal y(n) in Equation (2) is sampled and averaged by the period T , and:
Equation (3) can be rewritten as:
In Equation (4), assuming that the statistical mean of b(n) and w (n) is known, the mathematical expectation of items 1 and 3 is constant. Then we can simplify Equation (4) to:
Among them, (·) T defines the arithmetic modulo T operation. The unbiased estimation of the channel coefficients in Equation (5) has a unique solution condition of T = L and requires the coefficient matrix of the training sequence to be full rank [24] . In fact, only the upper bound of the channel order must be known in the estimation process, and T ≥ L is selected, and the algorithm can still guarantee a unique solution. Only in the absence of DCO, the following T-L solutions h (L ), h (L + 1), . . . , h (T − 1) are all zero. The matrix form of Equation (5) is:
and C is expressed as:
. . .
It can be known from Equation (6) that the channel estimation value affected by the DCO at this time can be recorded as:ĥ
It can be known from Equation (8) that when the DCO does not exist (i.e., d = 0), the estimated value of the channel is the true value of the channel state, and when the DCO is present, the estimation result of the channel is inaccurate due to the influence of DC. If the value of the DCO can be accurately estimated, the influence of the DCO can be eliminated and accurate Channel State Information (CSI) can be obtained. To this end, based on the estimation of the mean value of the received signal samples, the DCO offset is estimated by using the correlation between the CSI and the DC offset. Assuming the length of the received data symbol is N = T N q , the sample estimate of the average received signal for N q samples is:
It is assumed that the received data y(n) has no synchronization deviation. It can be seen from the previous analysis that when T > L , the channel coefficients h (L ), h (L + 1), . . . , h (T − 1) are all zero and without DC bias. The channel coefficients when the DC offset is present are non-zero. At this point, the non-zero value can be considered to be caused by the DC offset, so the DC offset can be approximated as:d
Substituting the estimated values of Equations (9) and (10) into Equation (6) and rewriting it to:
Equation (11) we get:
At this point, the channel state parameters for eliminating the DC offset are:
It can be known from Equation (13) that the accuracy of the channel state parameter estimation is directly affected by the DCO. The higher the accuracy of the DCO estimation, the more accurate the estimate of the channel state parameters.
Performance of Implicit Sequence Channel Estimation

MSE Calculation
Assume that the DC offset has been accurately estimated, i.e., d ≈d. Then, without considering the DC offset, Equation (2) can be converted into:
Combined with (13):
At this point, the channel estimation deviation is:
The corresponding channel MSE is:
Among them,
Then Equation (17) can be converted into:
. tr
In Equation ( is the pre-equalization SNR, then Equation (19) can be transformed for:
It can be seen from Equation (20) that the MSE of the channel estimate is subject to N q (i.e., the data symbol length N is related to the training sequence period T ), the power allocation factor P , the pre-equalization SNR γ, and the DC offset estimated impact. When N and T are fixed, the MSE of the channel estimation is mainly related to the power allocation factor P , the pre-equalization SNR γ, and the DC offset estimation valued. When γ is large, then 1 Pγ → 0, so Equation (20) can be converted into:
It can be known from Equation (21) that the MSE at this time is only related to the data symbol length N , the training sequence period T , the power allocation factor P , and the DC offset estimation valued, regardless of γ, that is, MSE performance is not affected by γ. When N , T andd is present, the power allocation factor P is a key factor affecting the performance.
Power Allocation Problem in Implicit Sequence Channel Estimation
In the IT channel estimation, when the total power q of the system is constant, the power allocation between the training sequence and the corresponding information sequence will directly affect the accuracy of the channel parameter estimation and system performance. When the power obtained by the training sequence is large, although the channel estimation accuracy is improved, the power obtained by the information sequence is small, which may cause the system error rate to increase [25] . On the contrary, the power obtained by the training sequence is smaller. This affects the accuracy of the estimate, which also causes an increase in the system error. Therefore, choosing the right power allocation factor is the key. In order to optimize the error performance of the system after equalization, this paper uses the output SNR maximum criterion to obtain the optimal power allocation factor [26] . The assumptions in the analysis process are as follows:
1) It is assumed that the channel coefficient h (l ) is a random variable satisfying the variance ( 2) Combining Equations (3) and (8), it is known that when N q → ∞ (i.e., N → ∞),r (n) → r (n). According to Equation (1), the received signal of the removal training sequence and the DC offset portion is:ŷ
If the DC offset has been accurately estimated, i.e., d ≈d and substituting Equation (2) into Equation (22) 
In Equation (23),
represents the sum of the noise interference after equalization, which consists of the channel estimation deviation term and the input noise term at the receiving end before equalization. Then, after channel equalization, the output SINR can be expressed as:
Where σ 2 X s represents the average power of the effective signal X s and σ 2 v represents the average power of the equalized noise signal v(n). The detailed derivation is as follows: 1) Power of the effective signal Known by the assumption (2), lim N →∞ E {r (n)} = r (n), satisfying lim N →∞ E {ĥ |h } = h established. Then the average power of the effective signal X s can be expressed as:
The hypothesis (1) is used in the derivation of Equation (25), tr {·} represents the trace operation of the matrix, and (·)
H represents the conjugate transpose of the matrix.
2) The sum of the noise signal after equalization The average power of the equalized noise signal v(n) can be expressed as:
In Equation (26) , definedc(n) = σ −1 c c(n). Assuming that this paper uses an m-sequence with good autocorrelation properties, Equation (26) can be simplified as:
It can be seen from Equation (27) that the power of the summed noise is related to the average power σ 2 n input noise before equalization and the channel estimation MSE σ 2 e . Wherein, the MSE σ 2 e has been obtained in the foregoing deviation, and the power of the input pre-equalization noise can be obtained by a method based on threshold decision and sequence separation [17] , [23] , [26] .
3) Acquisition of optimal power allocation factor Substituting the results of Equations (25) and (27) into Equations (24), the expression about the power allocation factor can be obtained after finishing:
Wherein the parameters f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , g 1 , g 2 are defined as:
For the first-order derivation of P for Equation (28) and taking the positive root of the Equations, the optimal power allocation factor can be obtained.
At the same time, the input SNR γ = (30), then the optimal power allocation factor can be expressed as:
At this time, the maximum output SINR after equalization is:
And from Equations (31) and (32), the optimal power allocation factor and the maximum output SNR equalized data symbols not only the length of N , training sequence period T , but also with the front end of the receiver input SNR equalization γ has a close relationship. For example, when N = 600, T = 15 is fixed, γ takes 12 dB to obtain the theoretical value P 0 ≈ 0.2 of the optimal power allocation factor, and the maximum output SNR after equalization is SI N R 0 ≈ 4.58 dB. When γ takes 14 dB so the optimal power allocation factor also satisfies P 0 ≈ 0.2, where SI N R 0 ≈ 7.08 dB.
Experimental Results
In order to better illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method, the channel order L case is known to 4PPM modulation, for example, are given the MSE method, the bit error rate, and the algorithm complexity performance. Wherein, the channel order L = 6, the data block length N = 600, and the training sequence uses the m sequence of the period T = 15, that is, c(n) = {1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0 The parameter is at a laser wavelength of 3.8 μm, visibility and transmission distance are 1 km and 1.5 km, respectively. The impulse response is sampled at a symbol period of 5 ns [27]. First, the normalized MSE is used to measure the channel estimation performance, which is expressed as:
Where M is the number of Monte Carlo simulations for each experiment. Figure 2 depicts the effect of the power allocation factor on the MSE of the channel estimation. It can be seen from Figure 2 that when the SNR γ is equal before the equalization, the MSE of the estimated value will decrease as the power allocation factor increases. It is worth noting that when γ > 16 dB, the MSE curve almost coincides, and γ is no longer an important factor affecting the MSE performance, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis of Equation (21). Such results give a clear idea that if we configure to a certain threshold value of γ, then we can definitely get freedom from it and the system MSE performance will not be affected by it and the channel estimation performance will be of an acceptable level.
In order to verify the rationality of theoretical analysis, to study an example 4PPM modulation factor before and after the equalization output SNR and power allocation factor P relationship, which results in Figure 3 . Figure 3 is a post-equalized output signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) with P curve, then N = 600 and T = 15. It can be seen from Figure 3 that when the power allocation factor takes values in (0.1, 0.5), the SINR is relatively large, because the information sequence in the transmitted signal obtains more power and enhances the strength of the data signal in the receiving end. Meanwhile, the maximum output SINR after equalization algorithm is focused on this P = 0.2 nearby, and the γ = 12 dB and 14 dB, respectively the SI N R 0 ≈ 4.7 dB and the SI N R 0 ≈ 6.7 dB, and the analysis is basically the same. In particular, the following simulation experiments were carried out based on the optimal power allocation factor P 0 = 0.2. Such results give an idea about how to acquire certain SINR for the system under consideration by variation of the γ and power allocation factor. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the E MSE of the proposed algorithm and the preequalization SNR. The curves d (d ࣔ0) and D 1 in Figure 4 represent the E MSE curve after the DC offset is not eliminated and the DC offset [24] is removed. It can be seen from Figure 4 that: 1) Using the proposed DCO method, the MSE of the system is significantly reduced, and with the increase of the DC offset d, the improvement of the MSE performance after eliminating the DC offset is more obvious, that is, more close to no DC bias. For example, the curve at D 1 = 0.2 and the curve at d = 0 almost coincide. 2) As the SNR increases, the MSE decreases significantly. Moreover, when the SNR is large, the estimated E MSE will tend to a certain value, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in equation (21) and the simulation results in Figure 2 . 3) With the increase of DC offset, although the MSE of the system is also increasing, compared with the case of no DC offset, the MSE reduction after using the proposed method is the no DC offset [24] is twice as much. This shows that the proposed method can significantly reduce the impact of DC bias on system performance. Such results collective gives us information on how to control the SNR to obtain the optimal MSE value of the FSO channel. Figure 5 shows the BER of the system as a function of γ after the proposed method. The curves d (d ࣔ0) and D 1 in Figure 5 represents the BER curves for which the DC offset [24] is not eliminated and the DC offset is eliminated, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5 that after using the proposed scheme, the BER of the system is significantly reduced, and with the increase of the DC offset d, the improvement of the error performance of the system after eliminating the DC offset is more obvious, that is, it is closer to d. = 0 (i.e., no DC offset). When the system BER is 4 × 10 −3 , the γ is improved by 6 dB and 2 dB respectively before and after the equalization of the DC offset d = 0.4 and 0.2. This result again shows that the proposed method effectively eliminates the influence of DC offset on system performance and better estimate the FSO channel with improved CSI.
In addition to the MSE and the systematic BER, the computational complexity of the algorithm is the key to its promotion and application. Therefore, the complexity of the channel parameter estimation method proposed in this paper and the algorithm without the DC offset in the literature [24] are compared. The complexity comparison results of the two algorithms are listed in Table 1 . Compared with the literature [24] algorithm, the complexity and running time of the proposed algorithm are decreased. Under the above simulation conditions, the number of addition and multiplication [16] algorithm are 1.080 × 10 7 times and 6.516 × 10 6 times and the number of addition and multiplication operations of the proposed method is 8.886 × 10 6 times and 6.276 × 10 6 times, respectively. The addition and multiplication complexity of the proposed scheme is decreased by 21.5% and 3.8%, respectively, and the overall computational complexity of the system decreased by 14.2%.
Conclusions
Aiming at the problem of wireless optical channel estimation, this paper proposes an implicit sequence channel estimation scheme to eliminate DC offset and studies the key factors affecting system performance. The results show that: (1) Under the same DC bias condition, the MSE is estimated to decrease significantly after using the method of this paper; (2) With the increase of DC offset d, the system error rate is significantly reduced and more Approaching d = 0 (i.e., no DC offset); (3) After the equalization, the output signal-to-noise ratio of the system varies with the power allocation factor, and the most favorable power allocation factor needs to be selected based on comprehensive consideration of system performance. Best system performance. It should be noted that from the perspective of the system performance of the simulation when the DC offset is large, the error rate of the system after DC offset is larger than the ideal state, and the DC offset and system noise are comprehensively considered. Eliminating the problem will be the next step that needs to be addressed. Under the optimal power allocation condition, when the bit error rate is 4 × 10 −3 , the DC offset is 0.2 and 0.4 respectively, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the system is improved by about 2 dB and 6 dB, respectively. The computational complexity is decreased by 14.2%.
